ALLEN&HEATH

Released Engineering Change Note
RECN 2606
Xone:DB2 Xone:DB4
Increased output level
The original Xone:DB2 and Xone:DB4 Booth and Main Mix outputs operate at the industry
standard +4dBu nominal, with a maximum output of +16dBu. Main mix residual output noise
is ‐94dBu un‐weighted.
This is the op mum combina on of headroom and residual noise, however some customers
have requested a higher output level in order to interface with club sound systems that have
been a enuated to combat DJs running Pioneer DJM mixers at maximum output.
To implement the higher output the Connector PCB AG7483 schema c has been up‐issued to
issue 6.1.to include resistor value changes to the EBOS circuits. This PCB is used in both the
XONE:DB2 & DB4 mixers (with a slightly diﬀerent loading).
It is not considered necessary to alter the output levels of current mixers but can be done if a
customer demands it.
The revised circuitry increases the maximum output to +24dBu, but note that the main mix
residual noise will also be increased to –86dB.
New connector PCB assemblies have been created with the revised component values:
004‐355 will replace 004‐069 (XONE:DB4)
004‐356 will replace 004‐279 (XONE:DB2)
All new Xone:DB mixers will use the later assemblies.
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To change the opera ng level of exis ng units, the complete connector PCB assembly can be replaced
with the later version, or the resistor values can be revised on the old connector PCB.
The resistor value changes are as follows:

Main Mix Right
R62, 63, 64, 65 from 10K to 4K7.
R71, 72, 73, 74 from 9K1 to 12K .

Booth Right
R25, 26, 27, 28, from 10K to 4K7.
R33, 34, 35, 36 from 9K1 to 12K.

Main Mix Le
R58, 59, 60, 61 from 10K to 4K7.
R67, 68, 69, 70 from 9K1 to 12K .

Booth Le
R21, 22, 23, 24, from 10K to 4K7.
R29, 30, 31, 32 from 9K1 to 12K .

004‐069 XONE:DB4
004‐279 XONE:DB2
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